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^-ISOMORPHISMS OF DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES 
JÀN JAKUBIK, Kosice 
(Received December 28, 1974) 
The notion of weak isomorphism was introduced by A. GOETZ and E. MARCZEWSKI 
([2], [6], [7]). Weak isomorphisms and weak automorphisms of universal algebras 
and of special types of algebraic structures were investigated by J. DUDEK and E. 
PLONKA [1], T. TRACZYK [10], R. SENFT [8] and J. SICHLER [9]. In this note a gener-
alization of the notion of weak automorphism (called VF-isomorphism) will be dealt 
with. 
Let Ä = (M; F) be an algebra with the underlying set M and with the set F 
of fundamental operations. The operations e" on A of the form ^"(^i, ..-, x„) = Xj 
are called trivial. The smallest family of operations in A containing all trivial and 
fundamental operations, and closed with respect to superposition is called the family 
of algebraic operations and denoted by oc(A). By а„(Л) we denote the family of all 
algebraic n-ary operations. Let n, m ^ 0 be integers and let /ба„+Ду4). Let 
^1, ..., a^e M. The n-ary operation f{x^,..., x„, a^,..., a^) will be called a poly­
nomial in A and the family of all polynomials in A will be denoted by ß{A). 
Let be given two algebras A^ = (М^; F^) and A2 = {M2', F^) and let ф be a one-
to-one mapping of the set M^ onto M2- For each n-ary operation/e F^ we define 
an n-ary operation/* on the set M2 by putting 
/*(ci, .... c„) = <p{f{q>-\c,),..., <p-\c„))) 
for each n-tuple (c^,..., c„) of elements of M2. Analogously, for each n-ary operation 
g e F2 there exists a uniquely defined n-ary operation ^* on M^ such that 
(1) 9*{d„ ..., d„) = <p- \g{cp{d,),..., (p{d„))) 
for each n-tuple (rf^,..., d„) of elements of M^. 
The mapping cp is called a weak isomorphism of A^ onto Л2 if for each/e F^ and 
each g e F2 the operation/* belongs to «(^2) and the operation g* belongs to a(/4i). 
(Cf. GOETZ [2].) 
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The mapping (p will be called a PF-isomorphism of A^ onto A2 if for each/G F^ 
and each g e F2 the operation / * belongs to ^9(̂ 2) and the operation ^* belongs to 
ß{Aг). 
In this note we shall investigate IF-isomorphisms of a distributive lattice L^ — 
— (M^; Л, v) onto a lattice L^ = (M2, n, u). Denote ^i(xi, X2) = x^ n X2, 
0^2(^1, X2) = Xi u X2. 
Let us remark that if ^ is a weak isomorphism of L̂  onto L2 then, because of 
distributivity of L ,̂ the operation Q\(X^, X2) — being algebraic in Lj — must be a join 
of some of the expressions 
X j , X25 Xĵ  Л X2 , 
hence either д\{хх, Xi} = Xj v X2 or ^t(xi, X2) = x̂  л X2. Therefore ip is either 
an isomorphism or a dual isomorphism. 
In what follows we assume (unless otherwise stated) that L̂  = (M^; л , v) is 
a distributive lattice, L2 = (M2; n , u) is a lattice and that ç) is a one-to-one mapping 
of Ml onto M2. Further we suppose that Q\ and g\ belong to jS(Li). 
It will be shown that L2 is distributive and that, if L^ is not bounded, then ц> is 
either an isomorphism or a dual isomorphism. There are lattices P and б such that Lj 
is isomorphic to the direct product P x Q and L2 is isomorphic to P x Q', where Q' 
is a lattice dual to ß. Moreover, if L̂  is bounded, then g\ and ^2 necessarily have 
a very special form; namely, there exist elements м, i; G M^ such that м is a comple­
ment of i; in Lj, and for each pair d ,̂ ^2 G M^ we have 
g\{d^, dj) = (^1 л ^2 л г;) V ((^^ v d^) л м), 
0^2(^1, d^) = ( ( ^ 1 V ^ 2 ) л Î;) V [d^ A d2 A и). 
For analogous results concerning Boolean algebras cf.TRACZYK [10] and GOETZ [3]. 
Let us define the operations n and u on M^ by putting 
(2) xny = g*{x, y), X u V = gl{x, y) 
for each pair of elements x, уеМ^. Then according to (l), L* = (M^; n, u) is 
a lattice and (p is an isomorphism of L* onto L2. The partial order in L̂  or L* will 
be denoted by ^ or ^ , respectively. 
From the fact that both g* and g* belong to ß{Lj) it follows immediately: 
(*) If R is a congruence relation on the lattice L^, then R is also a congruence 
relation on L*. 
For any congruence relation R on L̂  and any с e M^ we denote by c(P) the class 
of R containing the element c. The set c(P) is a sublattice in both lattices L̂  and L*. 
If we view this set as a sublattice of L̂  or L*, then we denote it respectively by c(K, Lj) 
or c(P, L*). The symbols P^ and R^ denote respectively the least and the greatest 
congruence relation on Lj. 
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The following result has been proved in [5]: 
(A) Let Li = {Mil A, V, ^ ) and I?^ = (M^; n , u , ^ ) be any pait of lattices 
that are defined on the same underlying set M^. Assume that if JR is a congruence 
relation on the lattice Lj, then R is also a congruence relation on I?^. Further assume 
that the lattice L^ is distributive. Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) The lattice I?^ is distributive. 
(ß) For X, y e Mj^ put xR^y {xR2y) iïxAy^xvy (respectively, x A y ^ 
^ X V y). Then Ri and R2 are permutable congruence relations on L^, R^ л R2 = 
= R^, Ri V Я2 = ^^• 
(Y) Let CQEM^. Then Co(/?i, L|) coincides with the lattice Co(/?i, L î), and 
Co(i?2» ^1) is dual to the lattice Co{R2, ^i)-
(8) For each z e M^ let us denote by lAi(z) or /̂̂ 2(2̂ ) the unique element contained 
respectively in Co(/?i) n z(/?2) or in CQ{R2) П Z^R^), Then the mapping 
is an isomorphism of the lattice L^ onto the direct product Co{Ri, Lj) x CQ{R2, LI). 
At the same time, ф is an isomorphism of I?^ onto CQ(RI, I?^) X CQ[R2, I?i). 
In what follows we shall use the same notation as in (A) with I?^ = L*. According 
to (*) and (A), the assertions (a) —(5) are valid for lattices Li, L*. Since L2 is iso­
morphic with L*, by putting P = Со(Я,, Lj), Q = Co{R2, L j we obtain 
Theorem 1. Let L^ be a distributive lattice and let L2 be a lattice W-isomorphic 
to Ly. Then L2 is distributive and there are lattices P, Q such that L^ is isomorphic 
to P X Q and L2 is isomorphic to P x Q\ where Q' is a lattice dual to Q. 
As above, let CQ be a fixed element of M^. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that CQ[RI) = [CQ] (or 00(^2) = {^o})- Then cp is a dual 
isomorphism (respectively, an isomorphism). 
Proof. Let Co{Ri) = {CQ}. Then by (ß), Co(î 2) = ^ 1 ^^^ hence CQ{R2, L J ) = Lj, 
CQ{R2, L*) = L*. Therefore according to (y), the lattice L* is dual to Lj. Since (p is an 
isomorphism of L* onto L2, we obtain that ^ is a dual isomorphism of Lj onto L2. 
The other assertion can be verified analogously. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that CQ^RI) Ф {CQ} Ф Co(î 2)- Then the lattice Co{R2, L^) 
possesses a greatest element. 
Proof. Because L^ is distributive, the polynomial g*{^^ у) can be written as a join 
of some of the expressions 
a, b A X , с A у , d A X A у , X, у, X A у , 
where a, b, c, d are fixed elements of the set M^. 
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ïf Xo, Уо ^ <^o(^i) or Xo, Уо ^ ^oiRi), then according to (2) and (y) we have 
(3) g*(xo, Уо) = Xo n Уо = XQ A Уо (respectively, gt{xo, Уо) = ^o v Уо). 
(a) Suppose that gl{x, y) = x v у v D, where D is either empty or D is a join 
of some of the expressions 
a, b A X , с A у , d A X A у , X A у . 
Then 
(4) g%x, y) = a V X V у or gX{x. y) = x v у . 
Choose Xo, >̂o ^ <^o(̂ i)> ^o + Уо- According to (3) and (4) we have 
XQ A Уо = a V XQ V Уо or Xo л Jo = ^̂'o V Уо . 
Thus Xo = Уо, which is a contradiction. Hence without loss of generality we may 
assume that g*{x, y) is a join of some of the expressions 
a, b A X , с A у , d A X A у , X, X л >'. 
(b) Suppose that g*{x, y) = x v D, where D is a join of some of the expressions 
a, b A X, с A y, d A X A y, X A y. Then 
(5) g*{x, y) = X V a V {c A y) or ^î(x, y) = x v {с A y) 
(the relations g*{x, y) = x, g*{x, y) =: x v a being obviously impossible). 
Put lAi(a) = a I, ^i{c) — c^ = Уо and choose XQ G CO{RI), XQ Ф Уо* Then (because 
xl/^[z) = z for each z G Co(^i)) from (5) we obtain 
(6 ) g*{Xo, Уо) = Xo V fli V (Ci л Уо) = '^0 V ûfi V Уо » 
or ^t(-^o. >'o) = ^0 V Уо . 
From (6) and (3) we conclude, analogously as in (a), that Xo = Уо, which is a con­
tradiction. Therefore g*[x, y) is a join of some of the expressions 
a, b A X , с A у , d A X A у , X A у . 
(c) Suppose that the lattice CoiRj, ^ i ) ^^^ ^o greatest element. Then there are 
distinct elements Xo, Уо G Co(/?2) such that 
(7) ^0 A Уо > ф2{^) V Ф2{Ь) V ф2{с) V ф2{d) = «О • 
The element д*{хо, Уо) is а join of some of the elements 
»//2(a), ^2{b) A Xo, Ф2{с) A Уо, Ф2{а) A XQ A Уо, Xo Л Уо 
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(because ij/zi^) = ^ for each z e ^0(^2))- Hence by (7), 
(8) g*{^o^ Уо) ^ Xo л уо . 
From (8) and from (3) we get XQ V Уо ^ XQ A уо, thus XQ = Уо^ which is a contra­
diction. Therefore the lattice CQ{R2, L^) possesses a greatest element. 
Lemma 3. Let CQ{RI) Ф [CQ] Ф CO{R2). Then the lattice Co{Ri, L^) has a greatest 
element. 
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2 with the distinction that we consider 
the polynomial g*{x, y) instead of g*{x, y). 
Lemma 4. Let Co(^i) Ф {CQ} Ф Co(i?2)- Then both lattices Co(i^i, L^) and CQ{R2, L ^ 
have least elements. 
The proofs are dual to the proofs of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. 
A lattice will be called bounded if it has a least as well as a greatest element. 
Lemma 5. Let CQ{R^) Ф {CQ\ ф CQ(R2). Then both lattices L^ and L2 are bounded. 
Proof. The assertion for L^ follows from Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and from (S). Similarly, 
from Lemmas 2, 3, 4, from (y) and (6) we obtain that L* has a least and a greatest 
element; because L2 is isomorphic to L*, the same holds for L2. 
Theorem 2. Let L^ be a distributive lattice and let cp be a W-isomorphism of L^ 
onto a lattice L2. Suppose that either L^ or L2 is not bounded. Then cp is either an 
isomorphism or a dual isomorphism. 
This follows from Lemma 5 and Lemma 1. 
Now let us consider the case when the lattice L^ is bounded. 
Lemma 6. Let Lj = (M^; л , v) be a bounded distributive lattice. Let u, ve M^ 
such that и is a complement of v. Define on M^ binary operations n , u by the rules 
(9) X n у = (x A у A v) V {{x V y) A u) , 
(10) X KJ у = [[x V y) A v) V {x A у A u) . 
Then (i) L = (Mj; n u ) is a distributive lattice with the least element и and the 
greatest element v; (n) for each x, у e M^, 
(9') X A у = (x n J n Ь) u ((x u v) n a), 
(10') X V у = {{x и y) n b) ^ {x r\ у n a) 
is valid, where a and b are respectively the least and the greatest element of L^. 
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Proof. Let a and b be respectively the least and the greatest element of L^. Denote 
Xi = {xeM^:a й X йи} , X2 = {xe М^ : a й x й v} . 
Since uAv = a, uvv = b and since Lj is distributive, the mapping 
ф(х) = (x A и, X A v) 
is an isomorphism of the lattice L^ onto the direct product of lattices (Xj, л , v ) , 
(X2, л , V), and for any x^ G X^, X2 e X2 we have 
(A"^((Xi , X2)) = X i V X2 . 
Thus, in particular, ф is a. one-to-one mapping of the set M^ onto the set X^ x Z2. 
Let us define binary operations n , u on X^ and on X2 in such a way that [X^, n , u ) 
is a lattice dual to (X^, л , v ) , and (X2, n , u ) coincides with (Z2, л , v ) . Then it 
follows from (9) and (10) that ф is an isomorphism of the algebra (M^, n , u ) onto 
the direct product (Z^, n , u ) x (X2, n , u ) . Therefore (Mj, n , u ) is a distributive 
lattice. 
Two lattices P and Q defined on the same underlying set M will be said to fulfil 
the condition (D) if there exist lattices A^, A2 (defined respectively on the set A^ 
and A2) and a mapping ф of M onto A^ x A2 such that ф is an isomorphism of P 
onto Ai X A2 and, at the same time, ф is an isomorphism of Q onto Л* x A2, 
where Л^ is the lattice dual to A^. 
We have verified that the lattices (М^, л , v ) and (М^, n , u ) fulfil the condition 
( D ) . Because both these lattices are distributive, according to [4] they fulfil also the 
condition (E), namely, there exist elements t and f in M^ such that t' is a complement 
of t in (Ml, n , u ) and the relations 
X A у = [x n у)и (y n t) KJ [t n x) , 
X V J = (x n y) u (y n r') u (?' n x) , 
hold for each pair x, у e M^. Since (M^, n , u ) is distributive, we have 
(x n y) Kj (y n t) \j {t n x) = [(x n j ) n (r u r')] u [(x u >') n r] = 
= [(x n y) n t]u [(x ГЛ y) n t'~\ u [(x u y) n f] = [(x и y) nt]u [x (^ у n r'] . 
Hence 
^ л у = [(x u j ) n r] u [x n у n f ' ] . 
Analogously we can verify that 
X V у = [x n у n t'juKx yj y) n t'~\ . 
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In particular, 
X A t = [{x u r) n r] u [x n / n ^'] = r , 
X V /' = [x n r' n f] u [(x u t') n t'l = t' 
for each x G Mj . Hence t = a, t' = b. Thus (9') and (10') hold. 
Theorem 3. Let Lj = (Af i; л , v) be a bounded distributive lattice. Let u, v e M^ 
such that и is a complement of v. Let M2 be a set with two binary operations n 
and u , and let cp be a one-to-one mapping of M^ onto M2 such that for each pair 
x\ y' E M2 we have 
(9") <?>~4-̂ ' ^ y) = (x A y A v) V ((x W y) A u) , 
(10") Ф~Ч^' ^ y) ~ ((^ V y) A v) V (x A у A u) , 
where x = (p~^{x'), у = (p~\y'). Then L2 — (M2; n , u ) /5 a lattice and (p is 
a W-isomorphism of L^ onto L2. 
Proof. From the assertion (i) of Lemma 6 and from (9"), (10") it follows that L2 
is a distributive lattice. For any x,yeMi denote h^^x, y) = x A y, h2{x, y) = 
= X V y, (p{x) = x', (p{y) = y\ g^{x\ /) = X n y, g2{x\ /) = x' u y'. Then 
(using the same notation as in the introduction) we infer from (9") that 
g*{x, y) = (x A у A v) V ((x V y) A u), 
hence g* e ß{Li). Analogously, from (10") we obtain gleß{Li). Further we have 
h*{x\y) = (p{(p-\x') A (p~\y)) = (p{x A y). 
Denote x n у = gt{x, y), x и у = gt{^, у)- The assertion (ii) of Lemma 6 (cf. (9')) 
implies 
îC '̂j /) = ^((^ n y n b)u{{xu y)n a)). 
The mapping (p is obviously an isomorphism with respect to both operations n and u ; 
thus 
h*{x\ y') = (x' n / n b') u ((x' u y') n a') . 
Hence /i* G ß{L2). Similarly we can verify that /7* G ß{L2)' Therefore cp is з. Ж-iso-
morphism of L^ onto L2. 
We shall show that if L^ is a bounded distributive lattice, then each И^-siomorphism 
of Li onto a lattice L2 has the form described in Thm. 3. 
The following statement was estabhshed in [5]. 
(B) Let Li and I?^ be as in (A). Suppose that a and b are respectively the least 
and the greatest element of Lj . Put u = anb, v = aub. Then и and v are respec-
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tively the least and the greatest element in L̂ ,̂ и is a complement of v and for each 
pair X, у e M^ the relations (9) and (10) are valid. 
In view of (*), the statement of Thm. (B) holds for the pair of lattices Lj and 
r? - L* 
Theorem 4. Let L^ = (M^; A , v) be a distributive lattice and let (p be a W-
isomorphism of L^ onto a lattice Li = (M2; n , u ) . Let a and b be respectively 
the least and the greatest element of L^. Then 
(i) L2 is bounded (the least and the greatest element of L2 will be denoted by 1/2 
and V2, respectively, and we put (p~^{u2) = w, (P~^{v2) — ^)\ 
(ii) if X2, у2 e M2 and x = (p~\x2), y = (Р~\У2\ then 
(11) Х2П У2 = (p{{x A у A v) V {{x V y) A u)) , 
(12) X2 u У2 = сЩх V у) л v) V (x л V л и)) ; 
(iii) и А V = а , и v v = b , 
Proof. Let u, V be as in (B). Because cp is an isomorphism of L̂ i onto L2, (p{u) and 
(p(v) are respectively the least and the greatest element of L2. The assertions (ii) and 
(iii) are immediate consequences of (B). 
Remark . The relations (11) and (12) are clearly equivalent with the relations 
9t{^, y) = {X A y A u) V {{X V y) A v), 
dli^^ y) = ((^ V y) A u) V (x A y A v). 
If M = a, then v = b and hence from (U) and (12) we obtain 
Х2П У2 = (p{x Ay), X2 u y 2 = (p{x V y) ; 
thus (p is an isomorphism of L^ onto L2. If u = b, then v = a, and by (U) and (12), 
Х2П У2 = (p{x V y), X2 U J2 = ф(л' A y) , 
and hence cp is a dual isomorphism of L^ onto L2. Therefore we have 
Corollary 1. Let L^, L2, a, b, u, v be as in Thm. 4. If и = a (or и = Ь), then (p 
is an isomorphism (a dual isomorphism, respectively). 
For an analogous result concerning Boolean algebras cf. TRACZYK [10]. 
Since Li is distributive and i; is a complement of u, the element v is uniquely deter­
mined by u. Thus from Thm. 4 we conclude 
Corollary 2. Let L^, L2, a, b, и2 be as in Thm. 4. Then L2 is determined up to 
an isomorphism by L^ and by the element и = (p~^{u2). 
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